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ABSTRACT
During daily face-to-face communication, we constantly make use of audiovisual
information that helps us process information, communicate meanings, intentions and attitudes
more effectively. Gesture is a powerful source of visual information and has been shown to be
integrated with speech both from a temporal and from a semantic point of view e.g., (McNeill,
1992). Recent studies have found an obligatory and mutual interaction between speech and
iconic gestures during semantic processing, which has led to the integrated-systems hypothesis
(Kelly, Özyürek, & Maris, 2009; Kita & Özyürek, 2003) . However, little is known about the
potential interaction between co-speech gestures and prosody, as most studies have focused on
the lexical aspect of speech. As is well known, intonation contours, as well as certain types of
co-speech gestures, have been shown to encode pragmatic information (such as degrees of
speaker knowledge) (Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011a; Dijkstra, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2006;
Crespo-Sendra, Kaland, Swerts, & Prieto, 2013). Moreover, specific gestures and intonational
patterns have been associated with epistemic meanings such as (a) speaker commitment with
the proposition expressed; and (b) speaker agreement with the interlocutor in a given discourse
(Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011b; Krifka, 2015). The first goal of this PhD thesis will be to test
whether epistemic intonation patterns interact with their corresponding co-speech gestures
(Study 1). Study 1 aims at setting the background for an integrated systems hypothesis between
gestures and prosody at the pragmatic level. Study 1 will be composed of two experiments
which will examine (a) whether the presentation of silent epistemic gestures prompts the
production of the corresponding epistemic intonation contours (Experiment 1) and (b) whether
in an eye-tracking paradigm the presentation of epistemic intonation determines the selection
of target epistemic gestures (Experiment 2).
Research in the last decades has also focused on the cognitive abilities and mechanisms
that underlie gesture-speech integration processes. Wu & Coulson (2014) suggested that
speech-gesture integration processes require an important engagement of the visuo-spatial (or
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kinesthetic) working memory (KWM) system. They carried out a series of priming speechgesture matching tasks abilities which revealed that individuals with higher KWM capacities
showed facilitation effects on the processing of both congruent and incongruent speech-gesture
primes. On the other hand, a crucial ability of speakers to comprehend sociopragmatic
meanings is known as Theory of Mind (ToM) (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 2011; Frith & Frith, 2003;
a.o). A specific line of research has been dedicated to investigate the connection of ToM and
language processing and development and more specifically to the connection between ToM
and prosodic processing (Esteve-Gibert, Portes, Schafer, Hemforth & D’Imperio 2016). Given
that evidence shows that pragmatic processing requires updated ToM abilities and that gesturespeech pragmatic processing relies on visuo-spatial abilities of the working memory system,
the second goal of this dissertation will be to assess the role of these two cognitive abilities
(KWM or ToM capabilities) on the semantic integration between prosody and co-speech
gestures. Study 2 will first assess participants on ToM and KWM abilities. Afterwards,
participants will be given a priming task in which they will judge whether gesture-prosody
primes that contain congruent or incongruent information are related to the lexical probes. The
results of this study will give us a first insight on whether gesture-speech integration processes
are dependent on underlying individual cognitive abilities and specifically on the effects of
these skills on the prosody-gesture integration performance.
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RESUM
Sovint, en la comunicació cara a cara, utilitzem informació audiovisual que ens ajuda a
processar la informació i a comunicar significats, intencions i actituds de manera més efectiva.
El gest és una font potent d’informació visual i s’ha demostrat que està integrada a la parla des
d’un punt de vista temporal i semàntic (McNeill, 1992). Estudis recents han descobert una la
interacció obligatòria i mútua entre la parla i els gestos icònics durant el processament
semàntic, la qual ha dut a la hipòtesi de sistemes integrats (Kelly, Özyürek, & Maris, 2009;
Kita & Özyürek, 2003). Ara bé, poc se sap sobre la possible interacció entre els gestos de la
parla i la prosòdia, ja que la majoria dels estudis s’han centrat bàsicament en l’aspecte lèxic de
la parla. Com és ben sabut, els contorns d’entonació, així com certs gestos de la parla, contenen
informació pragmàtica (com ara el grau de coneixement del parlant (Borràs-Comes & Prieto,
2011a; Dijkstra, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2006; Crespo-Sendra, Kaland, Swerts, & Prieto, 2013). A
més a més, als gestos específics i patrons d’entonació se’ls ha associat amb significats
epistèmics com ara (a) el compromís del parlant amb la proposició expressada; i (b) l’acord del
parlant amb l’interlocutor d’un discurs (Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011b; Krifka, 2015).
L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi de doctorat serà comprovar si els patrons d’entonació
epistèmica interactuen amb els seus gestos de parla corresponents (estudi 1). Amb aquest
estudi, el nostre objectiu és plantejar el rerefonsper a una hipòtesi de sistemes integrats entre el
gest i la prosòdia a nivell pragmàtic. L’estudi 1 es compondrà de dos experiments, que
examinaran (a) si la presentació de gestos epistèmics en silenci dóna peu a la producció dels
contorns d’entonació epistèmics corresponents (experiment 1) i (b) si en un paradigma d’eye
tracking la presència d’entonació epistèmica determina la selecció de gestos epistèmics
(experiment 2).
En les últimes dècades, la recerca s’ha centrat en les habilitats cognitives i els
mecanismes que són subjacents als processos d’integració parla-gest. Segons Wu & Coulson
(2014), els processos d’integració parla-gest requereixen un important compromís del sistema
de memòria de treball visuo-espacial (o cinestèsica) (KWM). Van desenvolupar un seguit de
tasques detonadores de combinacions parla-gest que van demostrar que les persones amb
capacitats KWM més desenvolupades mostraven efectes que facilitaven el processament
iii
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d'estímuls de parla-gest tant congruents com incongruents. D’altra banda, una habilitat
crucial dels parlants per entendre significats sociopragmàtics és la que és coneix com a Teoria
de la ment (ToM) (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 2011; Frith & Frith, 2003; entre d’altres). Una línia de
recerca específica s’ha dedicat a investigar la connexió entre la ToM i el processament i
desenvolupament del llenguatge i, més específicament, entre la ToM i el processament
prosòdic (Esteve-Gibert, Portes, Schafer, Hemforth & D’Imperio 2016). Ja que els indicis
demostren que el processament pragmàtic requereix habilitats de ToM actualitzades i que el
processament pragmàtic del parla-gest confia en les habilitats visuo-espacials del sistema de
memòria de treball, el segon objectiu d’aquesta dissertació serà el d’avaluar el paper d’aquestes
dues habilitats cognitives (capacitats KWM o ToM) en la integració semàntica entre la
prosòdia i els gestos de la parla. L’estudi 2 avaluarà primer les habilitats de ToM i KWM dels
participants. Més endavant, se’ls donarà als participants una tasca d’estímuls en la qual jutjaran
si els estímuls gest-prosòdia que contenen informació congruent o incongruent estan
relacionats amb les cales lèxiques. Els resultats d’aquest estudi serviran per entendre si els
processos de parla-gest depenen d’habilitats cognitives individuals subjacents i, en particular,
serviran per entendre els efectes d’aquestes habilitats en l’actuació de la integració del gest i la
prosòdia.
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RESUMEN
Durante la comunicación diaria y directa, utilizamos constantemente la información
audiovisual que nos ayuda a procesar información, a comunicar significados, intenciones y
actitudes más eficazmente. El gesto es una poderosa fuente de información visual y se ha
demostrado que se integra con el habla tanto desde un punto de vista temporal como desde un
punto de vista semántico, por ejemplo, (McNeill, 1992). Estudios recientes han encontrado una
interacción obligatoria y mutua entre el habla y los gestos icónicos durante el procesamiento
semántico, lo que ha llevado a la hipótesis de los sistemas integrados (Kelly, Özyürek, &
Maris, 2009; Kita & Özyürek, 2003). Sin embargo, poco se sabe sobre la posible interacción
entre los gestos co-habla y la prosodia, ya que la mayoría de los estudios se han centrado en el
aspecto léxico del habla. Como es bien conocido, se ha demostrado que los contornos de
entonación, así como ciertos tipos de gestos de co-habla, codifican información pragmática
(tales como grados de conocimiento del hablante) (Borràs-Comes y Prieto, 2011a, Dijkstra,
Krahmer y Swerts, 2006, Crespo-Sendra, Kaland, Swerts, y Prieto, 2013). Además, los gestos
específicos y las formas intonacionales se han asociado con significados epistémicos tales
como (a) el compromiso del hablante con la proposición expresada; y (b) el acuerdo del
hablante con el interlocutor en un discurso dado (Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011b; Krifka,
2015). El primer objetivo de esta tesis doctoral será probar si las formas de entonación
epistémica interactúan con sus correspondientes gestos de co-habla (Estudio 1). Con el Estudio
1 pretendemos establecer los antecedentes para una hipótesis de sistemas integrados entre
gestos y prosodia en el nivel pragmático. El estudio 1 se compondrá de dos experimentos que
examinarán (a) si la presentación de gestos epistémicos silenciosos provoca la producción de
los correspondientes contornos de entonación epistémica (Experimento 1) y (b) si en un
paradigma de seguimiento ocular la presentación de la entonación epistémica determina la
selección de los destinatarios gestos epistémicos (Experimento 2).
La investigación en las últimas décadas también se ha centrado en las capacidades
cognitivas y mecanismos que subyacen los procesos de integración entre los gestos y el
habla. Wu & Coulson (2014) sugirieron que los procesos de integración entre el habla y los
v
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gestos requieren un compromiso importante del sistema visual-espacial (o cenestésico) de
la memoria funcional. Ellos llevaron a cabo una serie de principales tareas de capacidad entre
el habla y los gestos que reveló que los individuos con mayor capacidad KWM mostraron
efectos de facilitación en el procesamiento tanto congruente como incongruente de los
principios habla y gesto. Por otra parte, una capacidad crucial de los hablantes para comprender
los significados sociopragmáticos se conoce como Teoría de la Mente (ToM) (por ejemplo,
Baron-Cohen, 2011; Frith & Frith, 2003). Se ha dedicado una línea específica de investigación
para investigar la conexión de ToM y el procesamiento y desarrollo del lenguaje y, más
específicamente, la conexión entre ToM y procesamiento prosódico (Esteve-Gibert, Portes,
Schafer, Hemforth & D'Imperio 2016). Dado que la evidencia demuestra que el procesamiento
pragmático requiere actualizar las habilidades de ToM y que el procesamiento pragmático del
gesto-habla se basa en las capacidades visual-espaciales del sistema de memoria funcional, el
segundo objetivo de esta tesis será evaluar el papel de estas dos habilidades cognitivas (KWM
o ToM Capacidades) sobre la integración semántica entre la prosodia y los gestos de co-habla.
El estudio 2 evaluará primero a los participantes sobre las habilidades de ToM y KWM.
Posteriormente, se les dará a los participantes una tarea de preparación en la que juzgarán si los
principios de gesto-prosodia que contienen información congruente o incongruente están
relacionados con las sondas léxicas. Los resultados de este estudio nos darán una primera idea
de si los procesos de integración entre gestos y el habla dependen de las capacidades
cognitivas individuales subyacentes y específicamente de los efectos de estas habilidades en el
desempeño de la integración entre prosodia y gestos.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present section we will discuss the object of our investigation, which is the relationship
between co-speech gestures and prosody. We will first provide some background on the areas of
gesture and speech processing as well as their relationship with prosody and semantic
processing. By presenting this background we will motivate the research objectives of the current
dissertation.

1.1 Research Objectives
This dissertation focuses on the study of two modalities; co-speech gestures and prosody
as elements of a unified system and the ways they interact in semantic processing. Several
questions will be addressed by a set of experimental tasks, namely whether pragmatic intonation
and gestures work as a unified system, whether they interact during online processing to enhance
understanding and finally it will attempt to assess the individual cognitive abilities that are
crucial on the course of this interaction. As we will see, we will focus our research on two types
of capabilities, namely; Theory of Mind abilities (ToM, see below) and visual-spatial working
memory abilities. The two are responsible for different functions and processes in our cognitive
system, and therefore it would be of great importance to assess how both of them enhance
processing of gesture and prosodic features.
The present dissertation has two complementary goals. Firstly, we attempt to provide
evidence on the bidirectional interaction between prosody and co-speech gestures on processing
and production. For this reason,

in Study 1, Experiment 1 will investigate whether the

presentation of silent epistemic gestures leads to the production of utterances with relevant
epistemic contours (epistemic gestures to prosody). Experiment 2 will examine within an eyetracking experiment whether the presentation of epistemic prosody determines the selection of
target epistemic gestures (prosody to epistemic gestures). Study 2 will investigate which type of
capabilities (ToM or visual spatial capabilities) is more important during a gesture prosody
integration task.
1
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All in all, this PhD dissertation is interested in assessing how prosody and co-speech
gestures form an integrated system in the processing of pragmatic meanings. A better
comprehension of how these two modalities work together and how they affect processing will
be of paramount importance. Having this knowledge could serve as a basis for developing
methodologies that assist on L1 or L2 language teaching, or assist in enhancing cognitive
abilities of children and adults with linguistic processing issues.

1.2 Prior Work
1.2.1 Gesture and speech as a unified system
Human communication entails the transference of information through verbal and nonverbal means. In daily interactions, speakers make use of a variety of cues such as speech, visual
cues such as ’speakers’ hand and face gestures, lip movements and so on. Early accounts on the
topic of gesture-speech interaction attempted to answer questions such as what type of
information is conveyed in gesture in relation to the speech they accompany and what is the
relationship between the two systems. McNeill (1985) was the first to argue that both speech and
gesture reflect a single cognitive representation in the speaker’s mind. McNeill (1992) argued
that gesture and speech are synchronized semantically, pragmatically, and phonologically: At the
semantic level, gesture and speech can encode the same meanings, while at the pragmatic level,
both modalities can carry the same information related with speakers’ intentions.
Several studies have investigated the relationship between gestures and language at the
temporal level. Temporal synchronization has been shown to be a part of the unified system of
the two modalities (De Ruiter, 2006; Loehr, 2012; McNeill, 1985). More specifically, Loehr
(2012) analysed the temporal alignment between speech and gesture. His results showed that the
most prominent parts of gesture (apexes and strokes) were synchronized with prominent parts of
speech (e.g., pitch accents). Esteve-Gibert & Prieto (2013) investigated the influence of prosodic
structure on the timing of the performance of gestures. In their pointing naming study they asked
2
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participants to point while producing a word in a contrastive focus position. Their results showed
that the peak of the pitch accent was the anchoring point for the apex of the pointing gesture. On
the processing level, a study by Leonard & Cummins (2011) on another type of gestures, beat
gestures (see section 1.2.2 below), found that listeners are sensitive to the synchronization
between beat gestures and speech. Participants were exposed to gesture-speech combinations that
were not synchronized temporally and they measured their reaction times on the stimuli. It was
found, that participants were becoming aware of the desynchronization of the gestures and
speech on the 200ms post stimulus onset. In sum, all these studies show that temporal
synchronization of speech and gesture is an important characteristic of gesture-speech
integration, and that prosody plays an important role in the temporal synchronization patterns.
The relationship between gestures and language at the semantic level has been studied
extensively under different frameworks and theoretical accounts. One of the most important is
the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis. Studies like Beattie & Shovelton (1999), and Krauss, MorrelSamuels, & Colasante (1991) argue that iconic gestures assist in lexical retrieval and are part of
the lexical search system. Similarly, Beattie & Aboudan (1994) investigated the hypothesis that
gestures assist in word retrieval processes. Based on the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, they
asked participants to narrate stories and then repeat them several times in a set of production
experiments. Their hypothesis was that the amount of gestures would be diminished with the
trials of repetitions of the same story, since gestures would only be used for the initial word
retrieval. However, participants consistently produced gestures even after the sixth trial, thus not
providing strong evidence for their role in lexical access. Similarly, Beattie & Coughlan (1998)
investigated whether gestures were associated with lexical search (especially when they are
searching for relevant words in the “tip of the tongue” state); their results did not show clear
evidence that gestures helped lexical access, though. It is not until the beginning of the twentyfirst century that gesture-speech production are analyzed under the light of different mechanisms
such as the one of Information Packaging Hypothesis, proposed by Kita (2000). The Information
Packaging Hypothesis is based on McNeil’s hypothesis and suggests that gestures reflect the
mental representations of concepts at the moment of speaking and that they form part of the
conceptual system. Most studies have focused on the type and amount of information conveyed
by gesture-speech combinations (see, e.g., Alibali, Kita, & Young, 2000).
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In the last decade, studies have focused on the interaction between gesture and speech
from a processing point of view. More specifically, some studies have investigated whether there
is a mutual interaction between the two modalities forming an integrated system (Bernardis &
Caramelli, 2006; Kelly et al., 2009; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; So, Yi-Feng, Yap, Kheng, & Yap,
2013; D. F. Yap, So, Melvin Yap, Tan, & Teoh, 2011). In an early study on the interaction
between the two systems, Bernardis & Caramelli (2006) run two priming studies. More
specifically, in one priming study they used words as primes and different types of pantomimes
as targets; what they found is significant lower reaction times when gestures and words
coincided in meaning. On their second experiment, they examined the reverse combination:
pantomimes as primes and related vs. unrelated words as targets, and they found that in case of
match the reaction times in word recognition primed from gestures did not differ from a pure
gesture naming task. They suggested that gestures do not prime directly semantic meanings, and
also that gestures are independent from the linguistic system, which goes against to the
Information Packaging Hypothesis. The two subsequent priming studies by So et al. (2013) and
Yap, So, Yap, Tan, & Teoh (2011) provided additional evidence on this mutual interaction. Yap
et al. (2011) conducted two semantic priming experiments in which they gave participants
gesture primes (e.g., a two hands flapping gesture) and as targets, words which were
semantically related or unrelated to the target (bird, flying, or unrelated). They found a clear
facilitation effect for related semantic targets and thus, argued for a very close semantic link
between the two systems, contrary to previous study by Bernardis & Caramelli (2006). Similarly,
So et al. (2013) run a priming study where the primes where either Gesture-Only, Speech-Only,
or Gestures-Accompanying Speech. Their results showed that when the prime was GestureAccompanying Speech it could speed up the priming of semantically related words, setting up
the background for the unified systems hypothesis. Even though the results by So et al. (2013)
and Yap et al. (2011) presented evidence for the interaction of the two systems, they did not yet
articulate the existence of a unified system including the two modalities. Kelly et al. (2010)
investigated the nature of the interaction between the gesture and speech systems. They carried
out two priming experiments. In their first experiment they provided video primes of an action
performed (e.g “cut”), and as targets one condition in which the gesture-speech targets were both
congruent with the target and in the two incongruent conditions, the verbal portion of the target
was related to the prime, but the gesture was either weakly incongruent (e.g., gesturing cut while
4
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saying “chop”) or strongly incongruent (e.g., gesturing twist while saying “chop”). Figure 1
shows a representation of these materials.

Figure 1: Illustration of the stimuli used in the priming experiment by Kelly et al.
2010.

The results of Experiment 1 showed that when gesture and speech carried the same
information these combinations were fast and easy to process and induced fewer errors than
when they carried different information. Also, combinations involving strong incongruities
produced more errors than the weaker ones.
On their second experiment, they tested the same materials using the same procedure
with the only difference that the instructions this time were different. Participants this time were
instructed to watch action primes that were followed by information conveyed in speech and
gesture, but that the task of the participants was to only to say whether speech content was the
same or different from the primes. Their prediction was that if speech and gesture were
obligatory integrated, participants would be slower or less accurate to relate speech targets with
action primes, as gesture and speech become increasingly incongruent. A novel result that they
encountered was that this interaction was obligatory, in the sense that participants cannot ignore
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one modality (gesture) while processing the other (speech) (Experiment 2). Therefore, both
studies provided clear evidence for the integrated systems between speech and gesture.
Additional evidence for the gesture-speech integration comes from the area of the
neuroscience. The goal of these studies was to measure the effect of gesture on speech
comprehension and they mainly took as a basis the modulations of the N400 ERP component,
which was first discovered by Kutas & Steven Hillyard (1984) as a response to semantically
incongruent words in communicative contexts. Generally, the presence of an N400 component is
interpreted as a measure of semantic integration of a word in context. The easier the semantic
integration, the lower is the N400 amplitude elicited. For instance, in Holle & Gunter (2007)‘s
ERP study, the authors investigated the effect of communicative vs non-communicative gestures
on sentence disambiguation. They found that when communicative gesture was the only source
of visual information they helped participants to disambiguate the context, whereas when noncommunicative gestures were included in the task (grooming gestures), disambiguation was
based on other sources of information (i.e., lexical context). Kelly’s behavioral results were
supported by findings by Willems, Özyürek, & Hagoort (2009), who found that gesture and
speech share similar neural mechanisms during language processing. Wu & Coulson (2005), in
another ERP study, presented participants with congruent and incongruent silent gestures with
previously watched cartoon images. They found that both semantically congruent and
incongruent gestures elicited a negative ongoing wave 450ms afterwards. Additionally, it was
observed that congruent or incongruent words following the cartoon–gesture pairs elicited an
N400 effect.
To sum up, all the above mentioned behavioral and neurophysiological studies have
found empirical support for the claim that the two modalities, e.g., gesture and speech, form a
unified system. However, these studies have mostly focused on the interaction between iconic
gestures (the ones that illustrate semantic aspects of what is being uttered in speech; see section
1.2.2 below), and its corresponding semantic meanings conveyed by words in the language (e.g.
the verb ‘type’ related to the iconic gesture illustrating ‘typing action’). Importantly, other types
of gestures, as well as other characteristics of speech (intonation, pitch) have been rarely
considered. Thus little is known about the interaction between other prosody and other types of
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gestures, like for instance the ones that naturally occur with speech and encode pragmatic
information relevant to the speakers’ intentions.
In the following section we briefly describe the gestural categorizations that will be used
in this work.

1.2.2 Gesture Categorization

One of the most important issues in gesture research is the categorization of gestures
according to their functions and meanings. Even though a strong line of research has been
dedicated on the types of meanings that gestures encode and their relationship with speech, the
classification by McNeill (1992) continues to be one of the most used by researchers in the
gesture field. An initial categorization of different types of gestures can be found below. It is
important to note here that on the course of several years, numerous gestures categorization have
been proposed depending on different criteria.


Iconic (or representational) gestures. They describe specific events and represent some
aspect of the scene that is described in speech (McNeill & Levy, 1980). For instance, in a
description of a scene from a comic book in which there is a scene of a tree bending back
to the ground, the accompanying gesture represents the scene as a hand spearing to grip
something and pull it from the upper front space back and down near to the shoulder.



Metaphoric gestures. They are similar to iconics, with the difference that they describe
abstract concepts and relations. They need a concrete entity (base) and the concept
described (referent). For instance, pantomiming a spherical shape to represent the idea of
wholeness.



Deictic gestures. They are pointing movements which are mostly done by the finger and
they appear during discourse. They may refer to locations and objects that may or may
not be visually present.

7
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Beat gestures. They do not have a specific meaning on their own. They are typically
biphasic, small low energy rapid movements of fingers. They are more related with
aspects of speech rather than specific entities that are present in speech.



There is also a fifth category called emblematic gestures, like the “thumbs up” gesture,
which carry an independent set meaning.

As we have mentioned before, iconic gestures have been of paramount importance in the
study of speech and gesture interaction, and they have been studied extensively. More
specifically, some views propose that iconic gestures provide complementary semantic
information related to the content of the speech in progress, by assisting listeners to build their
own mental representation of the message (Wu & Coulson, 2005). Similarly, several studies
(Beattie & Shovelton, 1999a, 1999b) found that the presentation of iconic gestures together with
speech enhances listeners’ understanding of ideas concepts.
In our project we will deal with a type of co-speech gestures which involve both the
hands and also facial gestures, which are not taken into account in McNeill’s gesture
classification. They occur during the expression of specific pragmatic meanings, and specifically
on epistemic meanings. As is well known, certain types of co-speech gestures, have been shown
to encode pragmatic information (such as degrees of speaker’s knowledge) (e.g., Borràs-Comes
& Prieto, 2011a; Dijkstra, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2006; Crespo-Sendra, Kaland, Swerts, & Prieto,
2013). Figure 2 shows two typical examples of certainty-uncertainty and incredulity facial
gestures.

8
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Figure 2: Examples of certainty-uncertainty facial gestures in statements and questions. From Crespo Sendra,
Kaland, Swerts, & Prieto (2013)

In this dissertation we will refer to those gestures as epistemic gestures, e.g., a type of
gesture that is pragmatic in nature, and that expresses meanings such as meanings of speaker’s
commitment to his utterance, speaker’s agreement with utterance of the interlocutor.
1.2.3 Intonational meaning
Intonation is an aspect of the human communication system that plays a variety of
communicative roles which is independent of the words and their sounds. These functions range
from grammatical, semantico-pragmatic ones such as marking of speech acts to emotional states,
politeness and many more (see Prieto 2015 for a review). In the last decades, the development of
a specific framework of intonational analysis has been developed for the analysis of intonation
across languages, the well-known ‘Autosegmental-Metrical’ (AM) model, that has been
developed by Pierrehumbert (1980) and subsequent accounts such as (Beckman &
Pierrehumbert, 1986). This framework has mainly focused on intonational phonology, dividing
its intonational contours into two main units, namely edge tones and pitch accents. Nuclear
configurations are typically the the most prominent combinations of a pitch accent followed by
edge tones. The AM framework considers the basic H (high) and (low) L tones as their atoms of
analysis. This framework has served as a basis for the development of ToBI transcription
systems, a unified set of conventions for prosodically transcribing several languages.
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Specifically, intonation plays a role in grammatical marking, and segmentation between
grammatical units and even disambiguating in structurally ambiguous sentences. Another area in
which intonation plays an important role is the marking of information structure. Modulations of
duration, pitch and intensity can result in assigning greater prominence to a specific syllable. It is
also well-known that ‘given’ and ‘new’ information are connected with different levels of
prominence or perceptual salience. Another very important function of intonation is that of a
carrier of discourse information regarding speaker’s attitude. As is well known, intonation
contours, as well as certain types of co-speech gestures, have been shown to encode pragmatic
information (such as degrees of speaker’s knowledge) (Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011a; Dijkstra
et al., 2006; Sendra et al., 2013). For instance, it has been shown that the rise-fall-rise pitch
contour, and its variations have been shown to encode uncertainty, or incredulity (Ladd, 1980;
Hirschberg & Ward, 1992; Hirschberg, 2004). Different intonation contours for instance have
been shown to mark information seeking polar questions and incredulity questions. For instance,
Catalan speakers have been shown to make use of different intonation contours for the
expression of a variety of pragmatically biased polar questions including contours ending in a
final low-rise (L* H%), a high fall (H+L* L%), a rise-fall (L+¡H* L%), and a rise-fall-rise
(L+H* LH%) (Borràs-Comes, 2016).
In this thesis we will focus on specific types of intonational patterns which have been associated
with epistemic meanings such as (a) the speaker’s commitment with the proposition expressed
and (b) speaker’s agreement with the interlocutor in a given discourse (Borràs-Comes & Prieto,
2011b; Krifka, 2015). More specifically, epistemicity is related with speaker’s belief about the
proposition expressed. Krifka (2015) articulated the model of commitment semantics according
to which our definition of commitment and agreement operators will be defined. For example,
for the interpretation of an assertion φ, the model proposed the following two steps: (a) a
syntactic operator assert expresses the commitment to the proposition, and then (b) a second
commitment (i.e., add φ to the common ground) is expressed by means of the intonation H. In
order to semantically interpret reactions to assertions, Krifka proposes the operators ACCEPT
and REJECT, which encode either an agreement or a disagreement with the proposed
commitment change (see Krifka in press for more details on the abovementioned operators).
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In this dissertation we will take a dynamic view as regards to meaning. A dimension that
not only reflects the speaker’s commitment to his proposition but also the agreement or
disagreement with the proposition of the addressee. Additionally, Catalan is a language which
uses a variety of intonational tunes for expressing different discourse functions, and previous
research has shown that the interaction of facial gestures and intonation convey information such
as degrees of speaker certainty (Borràs-Comes and Prieto (2011), or different types of questions
(information-seeking and incredulity yes/no questions; Crespo-Sendra et al.2013). Therefore, our
research question will be formulated upon the aforementioned frameworks.

1.2.4 Gesture-prosody interactions at the epistemic level
As we already discussed in the previous section, intonation serves different
communicative functions. Language researchers agree that intonation conveys various
communicative functions that range from semantico-pragmatic functions such as speech act
marking (assertion, question, etc.), information status (focus, given vs. new information), belief
status (epistemic position of the speaker with respect to the information exchange), politeness,
affective and emotional states, to indexical functions like gender, age, and the sociolectal and
dialectal status of the speaker. Similarly, co-speech gestures have also been shown to encode
epistemic meanings (Prieto, 2015). Importantly, some gestural patterns have been shown to
accompany these intonation patterns and to encode similar pragmatic meanings. For instance,
(Srinivasan & Massaro, 2003) found that in English statements and questions can be
discriminated by both intonation contours and visual cues from gestures (eyebrow raise and head
tilt) that accompany speech. Krahmer & Swerts (2007) showed that there are specific facial
expressions and gestures that encode speaker’s uncertainty and that listeners can draw
conclusions about the uncertainty state of their interlocutor based on the combination of gestural
and auditory information. Also, Dijkstra et al., (2006) found that co-speech gestures and facial
expressions convey information related to the degree of speaker knowledge. They investigated
the cues that participants use to assess the degree of certainty of a person when answering factual
questions. Their results showed that visual cues played the most important role for estimating a
speaker’s knowledge and degree of certainty.
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Lately, a number of studies have focused on the relationship between intonation and the
gestures and facial expressions that accompany them (Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011b; Roseano,
2015; Sendra et al., 2013) especially in languages with rich prosodic marking of epistemicity
like Catalan. More specifically, in Roseano, González, Borràs-Comes, & Prieto, (2016), analyzed
how epistemic stance is encoded and processed in face-to-face interactions, by making use of
prosodic and gestural markers. The results of the production study from 15 Catalan speakers
showed a consistent use of specific intonation and gestural patterns for the expression of
epistemic and evidential meanings. Low certainty utterances have been shown to be produced
consistently with a specific intonation contour (L+H* !H%) Borràs-Comes & Prieto (2011)
investigated the contribution of visual and pitch accent cues in distinguishing perception of
statements vs. echo-questions in Catalan. The response frequencies results from their studies
showed that Catalan speakers are based on visual cues for the interpretation of a statement versus
echo question interpretation. Their results are of particular importance in audiovisual speech
processing as they show a dominance of gestural cues in the interpretation of tones.
The abovementioned studies show a potential relationship between co-speech gestures
and facial expressions related with epistemic meanings and epistemic intonation contours. It is
not yet clear though whether the two are systematically related in language processing. This PhD
dissertation is interested in assessing how prosody and co-speech gestures form an integrated
system in the processing of pragmatic meanings.

1.2.5 Theory of Mind abilities and prosodic and gestural processing

One essential cognitive capacity of human beings which is basic to communication is that
of Theory of Mind (henceforth ToM). It enables the capacity of one of attributing mental states
(perceptions, emotions and states) to self and others. It allows to relate the thoughts and beliefs
that people have about themselves and others’ states (e.g., Goldman, 2012). This capacity can be
expressed either verbally or non-verbally. ToM abilities have been widely studied in language
development as they are considered a very important skill that emerges at around 4 years of age
(e.g., Hofmann et al., 2016). Additionally, the ability to comprehend the intended meaning (or
pragmatics) of the interlocutor, means that it is important for linguistic processing. More
12
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specifically, this means that for the interpretation of pragmatic meanings, linguistic or visual
cues might not be enough. Therefore, a number of studies has focused on how listeners make use
of their ToM abilities for the interpretation of pragmatic implicatures (Bott & Noveck, 2004;
Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016; Zhao, Liu, Chen, & Chen, 2015). A recent study by Esteve-Gibert,
Portes, Schafer, Hemforth, D’Imperio (2016) examined the interaction between ToM abilities
and intonational cues on the online processing of pragmatic meaning. Specifically, their
hypothesis was that participants with better ToM abilities would be more sensitive in intonation
and the meanings that it encodes and therefore they would be faster on comprehending pragmatic
meanings, while the opposite would happen with individuals with lower ToM abilities. For this
reason, they ran a visual world paradigm in which a player A was making guesses about an
image on a player’s B cards and participant B had to either confirm or contradict player’s A
guesses. The utterance was produced with either a confirmatory or a contrastive intonation so
that the contrast or confirmation would be interpreted before the completion of the utterance.
Their results showed that participants with low pragmatic abilities wrongly interpreted the
utterance, while the ones with high pragmatic skills were not biased towards any direction. This
result provides evidence on how the individual pragmatic skills affect intonational interpretation
and serves also as a basis for the second study in our dissertation. Based on the fact that
pragmatic, ToM abilities affect processing we are interested in investigating how they could
contribute in the interpretation of epistemic knowledge performed by speech and gesture.

1.2.6 Visuospatial abilities and prosodic and gestural processing

According to the Working Memory Hypothesis in cognitive processing by (Baddeley &
Hitch, 1974), working memory mechanisms play an important role in several cognitive
processes, including language processing. More specifically, it is assumed that working memory
(WM) is comprised of two subsystems that are responsible for controlling different functions,
such as visual information and auditory information. A first study by Wu & Coulson (2014)
attempted to answer the question of how different kinds of abilities assist in the process of
gesture-speech integration. They made use of a within-subjects design, dual-task paradigm in
which they exposed participants to either a verbal-load task or a visuo-spatial task. Participants
had to recall either verbally or visuo-spatially encoded information. Their performance on the
13
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discourse comprehension task was better when the speaker’s gestures were congruent with his
speech than when they were incongruent. However, the congruency advantage was smaller when
the concurrent memory task involved a visuo-spatial load than when it involved a verbal load,
implicating that the visuo-spatial working memory was already activated for the processing of
the task and therefore smaller advantage. In a second study, Wu et al., (2015) attempted to
connect gestural processing with visuo-spatial kinesthetic working memory (WM). In a set of
three experiments, they examined the hypothesis of whether listeners tend to preferentially make
use of visuo-spatial or verbal resources during speech-gesture integration. The found that
participants who were most sensitive to visual information as presented in iconic speech gestures
were the ones with enhanced visuo-spatial WM capacity. Additionally, they found that
increasing demands on participants’ visuo-spatial working memory system, diminished their
capacity to make use of the information encoded in congruent gestures, whereas this was not the
case in verbal working memory.

2. GOALS OF THE DISSERTATION
As reviewed in the preceding sections, a strong line of research has focused on the mutual
and obligatory interaction between iconic gestures and speech, which has led to the proposal of
the integrated systems hypothesis (Kelly et al., 2010). This hypothesis predicts mutual and
obligatory interactions between representational gestures and lexical items in online language
comprehension. However, little is known about the role of pragmatic prosody in the speechgesture integration systems, and whether pragmatic intonation and co-speech gesture also form a
unified system.
The goal of this PhD dissertation is to investigate the interactions between pragmatic
prosody (specifically, epistemic intonation) and epistemic gestures. It is mainly composed of two
separate studies. Study 1 will test the hypothesis that co-speech epistemic gestures and prosody
form an integrated system. Study 1 will be composed of two experiments. Experiment 1 will test
whether the presentation of silent epistemic gestures prompts the production of the
corresponding epistemic intonation contours. Experiment 2 will test using an eye-tracking
paradigm whether the presentation of epistemic intonations determines the selection of target
epistemic gestures.
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Study 2 will assess the role of ToM or visuo-spatial WM abilities of gesture-prosody
processing abilities.

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
Our dissertation is based on several theoretical frameworks. In this section we make a
brief note on the most important frameworks we base our research question on. First of all, since
we focus on the interaction of two modalities, we focus on gestures and their categorization
according to different criteria and approaches (see section1.2.2). We also focus on the topic of
intonation and its relation with language and gesture. Therefore, we have a look on the studies
that focus on intonation as an important element of the linguistic system and the frameworks
developed for its analysis (see section 1.2.3). (For a detailed review of the frameworks see
section 1.2.) Both modalities (prosody and gestural cues) have been shown to encode pragmatic
information, for detailed description (see section 1.2.4). Finally, there are a lot of studies that
focus on cognitive abilities that take place during speech and gesture processing and production
such as theory of mind capabilities (see section 1.2.5), while other studies focused on the role of
visual-spatial kinesthetic working memory capabilities (see section 1.2.6).
Our research question addresses the topic of gesture prosody integration and it is
important to refer to the studies that established the integrated systems hypothesis of speech and
gesture (see section 1.2.1). More specifically, our topic of focus is the interaction of gestures and
their relationship with speech, a reference to McNeill, (1992) and his extensive work on gestures
categorization and on their relationship with speech is of paramount importance. As we already
noted in section 1.2.2, McNeill is one of the first that studied in a profound way the relationship
between gesture and speech, in his seminal work Gesture and Thought. He also noted that in
human language system, gesture and speech are tightly linked and coordinated at the temporal
and phonological level as well as at the pragmatic and semantic level.
Based on this argument, e.g. that speech and gesture are tightly linked, subsequent studies
went a step further to develop the idea that speech and gesture form a unified system, wither
different emphasis on the two modalities. For instance, Kendon (2007), highlighted the primacy
of speech as a basic element of this unified system and gesture as a complementary element. On
the other hand, (Kelly et al., 2009) proposed the Integrated Systems Hypothesis (see section
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1.2.1), highlighting that both modalities constitute equal parts of an integrated system and they
mutually and obligatorily interact with each other on language processing and production.
With respect to the analysis of intonation, we will follow the AM model (e.g.,
Autosegmental-Metrical model, Pierrehumbert (1980) and subsequent accounts such as Beckman
& Pierrehumbert (1986); see section 1.2.3 for a review). This model is characterized by tones
anchored to the tonic syllables. This phonological theory connects stress and phrasing with
intonation. Tones are distinguished between phrase and boundary tones. The development of
ToBi system of transcription is based on AM system and set the basis for intonational research.
Another notion central to our dissertation is that of epistemicity. Epistemicity refers to the
modality that marks the degree of commitment or certainty of the speaker on the truth of his
proposition. Epistemicity can be marked by means of morphology (Bernardis & Caramelli, 2006;
De Haan, 2005) or by means of lexical markers such as mental state verbs (e.g think, believe).
Recent studies have found the contribution of gestures and intonation as an important markers of
epistemicity (Armstrong, 2015; Crespo-Sendra, Vanrell, & Prieto, 2010).
In this study we will focus on two dimensions of epistemic meanings. Commitment:
shows the degree of commitment or certainty of a speaker toward the truth value of his utterance.
Therefore, high commitment utterances correspond to certainty, while low commitment indicate
uncertainty. Agreement: shows the degree of speakers’ agreement with the interlocutor.
Therefore, when we refer to high agreement utterances in the study we mean agreement
utterances, while low agreement ones express disagreement. Additionally, the semantic analysis
of the epistemic meanings presented in this dissertation will be based on the Commitment Space
Semantics model developed in Krifka (2015) (see section 1.2.4 for a review). This model focuses
on speech acts, whose functions are to change commitment states by adding new commitments.
For instance confirmatory questions are analyzed as an implementation of a double operation of
a REQUEST and an ASSERT operation (Prieto & Borras-Comes, under review). Therefore, our
hypothesis focuses on the expression of different types of epistemic meanings and is based on
the abovementioned frameworks of epistemic meanings.
Finally, theory of mind capabilities (see section 1.2.5 for a review) as well as visualspatial working memory capabilities (see section1.2.6) will also be of great importance in our
PhD project. More specifically, theory of mind (ToM) is defined as the ability to recognize and
attribute mental states, thoughts, intentions to oneself and to others. Empathy, which is related to
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theory of mind is the ability to process and infer the emotional state of the others. Both skills
have been shown to be very important elements in language development (e.g., Hofmann et al.,
2016) and processing of pragmatic meanings Bott & Noveck, 2004 among others. Additionally,
it has been shown that people with better empathy skills are much better in making use of
prosody for the processing of pragmatic meanings, (Esteve-Gibert, Portes, Schafer & D’Imperio
2016).On the other hand, visual-spatial working memory has been shown to play an important
role in gestures (Wu & Coulson, 2014). Both frameworks will be the basis of our second study.

4. HYPOTHESES
Based on the background work reviewed in the previous sections, two studies including
three experimental studies will be conducted, as follows:

4.1

Study 1

The goal of this study will be to examine the interaction (and degree of potential
codependency) between specific epistemic intonation patterns related to commitment and
agreement and their corresponding co-speech gestures. Two experiments will be conducted to
examine (a) whether the presentation of silent epistemic gestures prompts the production of the
corresponding epistemic intonation contours (Experiment 1) and (b) whether in an eye-tracking
paradigm the presentation of epistemic intonations determines the selection of target epistemic
gestures (Experiment 2).

Experiment 1 consisted of a gesture speech matching task, in which participants were
presented with epistemic gestures only and were prompted to pronounce the words they saw in
the screen. Using this basic paradigm we make the following prediction; if gestures and
intonation interact at the pragmatic level (a) participants will be able to reproduce words with the
prosody that matches the gesture they saw. The confirmation of this prediction will provide
evidence on one part of the interactive systems hypothesis, namely the one that gestures as
carriers of epistemic meanings provide enough information for the generation of epistemic
prosody.
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Experiment 2 will test the second part of the hypothesis of the gesture-prosody integrated
system. The hypothesis of this study is in case that epistemic intonation determines the selection
of specific epistemic gestures, then participants would be able to automatically turn their
attention towards relevant gestures, prompted from intonation. Based on previous studies
(Dijkstra, Krahmer & Swerts, 2006, Borràs-Comes & Prieto, 2011) we predict that participants
will be able to automatically choose the corresponding gestures on the basis of the heard
intonation pattern.

4.2 Study 2
The second goal of this dissertation will be to assess the contribution of two types of
cognitive abilities (namely Kinesthetic Working Memory and ToM abilities) on the integration
of prosody with co-speech gestures. Study 2 will first assess the ToM and KWM abilities.
Afterwards, participants will be given a priming task in which they will judge whether gestureprosody primes that contain congruent or incongruent information are related to the lexical
probes or not. Based on their performance we will be able to draw conclusions regarding the
abilities that are central on prosody-gesture interaction. We will investigate the potential effects
of these skills on the individual prosody-gesture integration performances.

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

5.1 Study 1/Experiment 1
This experiment consists of a gesture-speech matching task in which participants are
presented with utterances containing silent epistemic face expressions and gestures of (e.g. of
incredulity) and will be asked to reproduce them with a corresponding prosodic pattern.

5.1.2 Methodology
Participants
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Twenty native speakers of Central Catalan, undergraduate students from Pompeu Fabra
University in Barcelona participated in the experiment. All participants were paid for their
participation in the task.
Materials
The basis of the experiment was a set of videos produced by a Catalan native speaker
reflecting the following pragmatic categories in both statements and questions. We used a 2x2x2
design in which the 8 resulting conditions consisted of: 2 epistemic operators (agreementcommitment), in 2 different degrees (high-low), in 2 different sentence types (questionsstatements) (see Table 1 below). With regards to the names of epistemic markers as we
mentioned above high commitment conditions show certainty while low commitment show
uncertainty. On the other hand, high agreement conditions are related to agreement while low
agreement disagreement.
The materials consisted of 2s silent video primes followed by a black screen. The videos
were depicting an actor performing utterances in different epistemic conditions without sound.
The items consisted of 4 utterances (2 three syllabic words and 2 three word phrases) in 8
different conditions. The epistemic gestures used for this experiment were obtained from the
DCT results. The 8 epistemic conditions of the gesture-speech priming task obtained from the
DCT experiment are the following ones (see Table 1).
Table 1: Types of the epistemic gestures-intonation pairs used in the study
COMMITMENT
HIGH

AGREEMENT
LOW

STATEMENT
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QUESTION

First audiovisual elicitations: a DCT elicitation task
In order to assess the intonation and facial & gestural patterns used in Catalan, for the
expression of commitment and agreement epistemic categories, we designed a Discourse
Completion Task (DCT) to elicit pairs of epistemic intonational patterns along with their
accompanying gestures. DCT is a reliable methodology used mainly in pragmatics for the
elicitation of speech acts (Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989). Eight (8) native speakers of
Central Catalan (3 women 5 men) participated in the DCT. Table 1 illustrates the types of
epistemic conditions included in the study. For the DCT, for each of the 8 conditions, 4 contexts
were created, yielding 32 contexts. Table 2 illustrates some of the discourse contexts used in the
DCT study (the sentence in bold constitute the instructions given to the participant).

Table 2: Examples of epistemic contexts used in the DCT task
Commitment

High Commitment Statement (Certainty)

Low Commitment Question (Uncertainty)

You are speaking with a friend of yours

The weather is a little bit humid and you

contexts
about a trip that you did together in don’t know if the washed clothes you left
Genova. Since this trip was some years out to dry, have dried yet. Your brother
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ago, you don’t remember how did you went to take a look and now comes
there; by ship or by airplane.

towards you.

Ask him if you went by plane, being Ask him whether the clothes are dry.
pretty sure of it.
Agreement

High Agreement Question (Agreement)

contexts

Low

Agreement

Statement

(Disagreement)
Tomorrow you will meet for lunch two
french friends of yours that have just You are speaking with a friend about a
arrived in Barcelona. Since they are used concert you want to go.
to have lunch earlier than you, you don’t You have already bought the tickets and
think that the place that you would like to you know that the concert will take place
bring them would be open before one In September. Your friend says:
o’clock. You have gone to the restaurant —The concert is in August no?
to ask them, and surprisingly they told

You tell him that it is: in September

you that, yes:

and you have seen the tickets.

-We are open from 12 o’clock.
Ask them surprised if it’s true and they
are open from 12 o’clock.

The duration of the each DCT recording session was approximately 15 minutes.
Participants firstly read silently the contexts given and then uttered the expected answers aloud.
They were asked to imagine themselves in this daily situation and then they were asked to
perform their answer as naturally as possible, as they would have done in real life (using gestures
and body movements).
The obtained 256 audiovisual recordings were labelled prosodically and visually. They
were first labelled prosodically, on the created target areas, following the standards of the
Cat_ToBI system (Escudero, Aguilar, del Mar Vanrell, & Prieto, 2012; Prieto, 2015). The
prosodic labelling was done by a native Catalan annotator experienced in the ToBI system.
Additionally, gestures were labelled using the ELAN on the predefined target areas. The gestures
were annotated by two annotators.
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Importantly, the results from the DCT provided the basis for the gesture-prosody pairs
used in both Experiments 1 and 2. A summary of the gesture speech pairs produced with the
highest frequency can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3: Sample of gesture speech pairs obtained from the DCT

Operator

Level Sentence Type Gesture

%found Intonation %found

Statement

Repeated head nod

98%

L*L%

70%

Question

Shoulder shrug

60%

L+¡H*L%

40%

Statement

Repeated headshake

70%

L+H*L%

65%

Question

Repeated headshake 60%

L+¡H* L% 40%

Statement

Repeated head nod

80%

L+H*L%

50%

Question

Eyebrow raise

80%

L+H*L%

45%

Statement

Repeated headshake

89%

L*HL%

60%

Question

Repeated head Tilt

72%

---

---

High
Commitment
Low

High
Agreement
Low

As can be seen in Table 3, the DCT results showed some tendency among participants to make
use of specific intonational and gestural patterns for expressing the different epistemic
conditions. Statements of high commitment were produced with a high frequency with a repeated
head nod and with a low fall L*L% intonation contour, which is usual for the expression of this
epistemic meaning. Additionally, low commitment statements (incredulity) were expressed in a
high percentage with a repeated headshake and an L+H*L% contour. Finally, for the expression
of high agreement statements the majority of participants preferred to express it by means of a
repeated head nod followed by a L+H*L% intonation contour.

Recordings of the audiovisual materials for the gesture-speech matching task
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A native speaker of Central Catalan was recorded while performing the epistemic
gestures. The recordings for the gesture speech matching task were performed at the Sala de
Recerca Experimental en Llenguatge (language laboratory) of the Department of Translation and
Language Sciences (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) with a with Panasonic HD AVCCAM camera,
PDM660 Marantz professional portable digital audio recorder and a Rode NTG2 condenser
microphone. The camera faced the speaker, focusing on his upper body. The speaker performed
each item producing the intonation and gesture according to the condition, in Catalan. The
conditions used were the ones elicited by the DCT task. Afterwards, the recording was divided
into smaller videos for each condition and the sound was muted. The target recorded items
consisted of 4 utterances (2 trisyllabic words and 2 three word phrases) in 8 different conditions,
yielding a total of 32 items.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually in an experimental room. Since we wanted the
participants to focus on the gestures and not guess the item pronounced, they were first presented
with the target word or phrase that was going to follow. Afterwards, they were instructed to
watch the 1-s silent gestural videos two times. Finally, they were asked to produce the spoken
word/utterance in a tone that matched the silent video. The whole session was video recorded
with a Panasonic HD AVCCAM camera, PDM660 Marantz professional portable digital audio
recorder and a Rode NTG2 condenser microphone. Figure 3 shows the experimental sequence.
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Figure 3: Experimental sequence for the gesture-speech matching task

5.1.3. Analysis and preliminary results
Analysis
The target words and utterances produced by participants were prosodically coded using
Cat_ToBI (Prieto Vives, Aguilar, Mascaró, Torres-Tamarit, & Vanrell Bosch, 2009). We
calculated the amount of participants that produced the utterance with the target intonation
pattern. The target or expected intonations for each condition come from the results of the DCT
task (see section 5.1.2) and also from previous studies such as Borràs-Comes & Prieto (2011)
and Crespo-Sendra et al. (2013).
The data analysis showed that the produced intonation contours of the participants could
be classified in the following 5 phonological categories:






L* H% (rising)
H* L% (high rise associated with the tone and finishing fall)
L* L% (low fall)
H* LH% (high rising associated with the tone, finishing with fall-rise)
L* HL% (low associated with the tone and ending with rise-fall)
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All in all, this classification neither includes scaling properties nor the possible influence
of prenuclear patterns and the trailing tones. For instance, the tunes L+H* LH% and L+H*
L!H% are classified within one category, i.e., H* LH%.
Based on this classification, we conducted a restructuring of the results’ database with the
following way; Every production, that appeared previously on each line of the table of the data
results (a total og 640 cases), now appeared in 5 different files, with an additional variable that
presented the 5 different contours that could be produced from the participants, and one dummy
variable that shows whether that contour was produced from the participants or not (a total of
3.200 files in the database).
We run two GLMMs, one for every operator (Commitment, Agreement), with
“Produced” specified as the dependent variable (indicating whether each from the 5 possible
contours was finally produced or not for each of the items in the experiment). Modality, Degree,
Contour and all their possible interactions were set as fixed factors. Finally, Subject and Item
were established as random factors.
Preliminary results
All fixed factors in which countour was implied were found to be significant (p < .001)<
whereas other fixed factors don’t.
With regard to Speaker Commitment, the conditions that received the highest scores were
Low Commitment Statements (LCS) and Low Commitment Questions (LCQ). Table 4
summarizes the contours obtained for each condition and their frequencies. More specifically, for
the expression of LCS the rising contour (L*H) was produced with very high frequency. On the
other hand, for the expression of HCS participants produced it with two intonation contours that
carry the same epistemic meaning, whose selection depended on the type of utterances (one word
or two word utterances). On the expression of LCQ participants consistently produced them in a
high percentage with the rising contour (L*H). Also, for the expression of the HCQ participants
preferred the rising-falling contour (H*L).
Commitment
Statements

Low
(Uncertainty)
High (Certainty)

L*H > rest

L*H 85%

H*L, L*L > rest

H*L 47,5%
L*L 47,5%
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Questions

Low(Uncertainty) L*H > rest
High (Certainty) H*L, L*H > rest

L*H 80%
H*L 45%
L*H 38,75

Table 4: Most produced intonation contours in commitment operator

With regard to Speaker Agreement (see Table 5), the conditions that received the highest
scores were Low Commitment Statements (LAS) and Low Commitment Questions (LAQ).
Table 5 summarizes the contours obtained for each condition and their frequencies. (LAS) were
consistently produced by a high majority of participants with the rising-falling tune (H*L).
Additionally, (LAQ) were consistently produced with the rising-falling contour (L*H). On the
other hand, participants produced HAS with the rising-falling tune (H*L), a frequent intonation
contour that can be used to encode different types of epistemic meanings. Also, for HAQ half of
the participants also made use of a more generic intonation contour L*H, while also a small
amount made use of the contour H*L, more specifically related with HAQ.

Agreement
Statements Low
H*L>rest
(Disagreement)
High
H*L > L*HL (>) H*LH (>) L*L > L*H
(Agreement)
Questions

Low
L*H > rest
(Disagreement)
High
L*H > H*L > rest
(Agreement)

Table 5: Most produced intonation contours in agreement operator

Preliminary discussion and conclusions
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The general goal of this first study is to examine whether the presentation of one
modality alone (gestures encoding epistemic meanings) will lead participants to match them with
their corresponding intonation patterns. In this study, we focus our analysis on two epistemic
operators in Catalan: agreement and commitment. For this reason we run first a DCT study with
the question of whether there are specific gesture-prosody pairs that encode epistemic
information. The results from this study showed a clear preference of specific gestures with
intonational patterns for the expression of epistemic meanings. The results from the DCT study
served as a starting point for testing the integrated systems hypothesis between gestures and
intonational patterns.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of this first gesture-speech matching
experiment. One general conclusion is that the epistemic information conveyed in gestures can
be immediately recognized by speakers and can be used to prompt them to produce utterances
with the corresponding epistemic intonation. Therefore, this could be interpreted as a first
indication that gesture-speech modalities interact to a more profound level of pragmatic
processing of speakers.
Results from the two pragmatic markers show some tendencies as far as their perception
is concerned. More specifically, both operators of low commitment and agreement (disagreement
and uncertainty) were much easier for participants to recognize and assign the corresponding
intonational pattern and for this reason they achieved high percentages in the low degrees. This
could be explained from the fact that both disagreement and uncertainty operators, are ‘marked’
in the sense that they digress from the unmarked state which is ‘agreement’ and ‘certainty’.
Therefore, for their expression, speakers make use of more intense gestural patterns and this
made it easy for participants to comprehend them. For instance, as we have seen from the DCT
results, a single head nod marks the expression of agreement and certainty of the speaker. On the
other hand, when expressing disagreement and uncertainty speakers make use of head tilts,
shoulder shrugs and frowned eyes. Some conditions, such as the high commitment question, and
high agreement question and statement had relatively lower percentages compared with the rest
of the conditions. This result could be attributed to the fact that for the expression of this
meanings, such as high commitment (certainty of the speaker towards his utterance) and high
agreement, are expressed with the minimum gesticulation (head nods).
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Given also the fact that the participants did not have any contextual information, it could
have been more difficult for the participants to disambiguate between a certainty and agreement
statement from the gestural information only. It is important to note here, that the condition with
the lowest accuracy was the one and high commitment question (HCQ), that was produced with
the more neutral L*H contour, and it was preferred over the H*L contour that carries the
epistemic meaning of high commitment. This result could be attributed due to the nature of the
questions as a modality. The nature of the question seems to diminish the force of the
commitment and therefore it was not so easy for the participants to distinguish it, due to the lack
of gestures.
Nevertheless, the most important fact that we can conclude from the results is that
participants produced the target utterances with high accuracy, using almost the same
intonational patterns we obtained from the DCT study. Table 6 below presents the accuracy
levels of intonation patterns we obtained from the gesture-speech matching task compared with
these obtained from the DCT study. All in all, our results reveal that statement and question
contours in Catalan encode distinctions in commitment and agreement, a result in line with
previous studies (Borràs-Comes and Prieto 2011) but they also go hand in hand with specific
gestural patterns. Moreover, these results set the ground for the integrated systems hypothesis
between gestures and prosody.
Table 6: Expected and obtained intonation contours from DCT and gesture-speech matching
task.

Sentence
Type

Degree

Commitment
DCT

Agreement DCT

Statement

High

L* L% / L+H* L%

L* HL%
L+H* L!H%
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Commitment
(obtained)
/

Agreement
(obtained)

L+H* L%
L+H* L% / L* L% L* HL%
L+H* L!H%

/
/
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Low

L* HL%
L+H* H%

High
Low

/

L+H* L%

L* H%

¡H+L* L%

L+¡H* L%

L+¡H* L%
L* H%

L* H%

L* H%

L* H%

L+H* L%
/ L* H% / L+¡H*
L%

Question
L* H%

5.2 Study 1/Experiment 2
5.2.1 Methods
Participants
Twenty-five Catalan dominant speakers (for the moment, pilot results from 8 males and
10 females) participated in the experiment. All participants gave informed consent before
completing the study and were compensated financially for their participation.
Materials
Twenty digitized videos were recorded with a Panasonic HD AVCCAM camera,
PDM660 Marantz professional portable digital audio recorder and a Rode NTG2 condenser
microphone and edited with Adobe Premier Pro software. The videos contained a native speaker
of Catalan pronouncing and performing gesturally 20 trisyllabic words (13 nouns and 7 verbs)
with penultimate stress in 8 different conditions. The actor faced the camera in all videos and
produced the target words in a normal speaking rate. The conditions of the experimental items
were identical as in Experiment 1 (see Section 5.1.2). For the selection of gestures we made use
of the most frequent gestures obtained from the DCT task (see table 3, section, 5.1.2), while for
the intonation contours we made use the most frequent intonations obtained from the gesturespeech matching task, which partly coincide with the ones of DCT task (tables 3& 4 5.1.2
section).1

1

With the only difference that in the conditions of high commitment question (HCQ), although participants
produced it with the most generic question intonation contour L*H, we selected the intonation contour that has the
epistemic meaning of question of high commitment (confirmatory question). The same occurred for the conditions
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For the creation of items of the eye-tracking experiment, the audio items were extracted
from the videos and the videos were silenced. All in all, the items consisted of 1-s audio stimuli
reproduced on a black screen followed by two silent 1-s videos reproduced side by side. The
videos were slowed down (reproduction was slowed down at 40%). The videos were reproduced
in a slower rate for two reasons; a) because 1s videos was too a short time for the participants to
attend to them and b) because we did not want temporal alignment factors to affect the
understanding of the videos. The videos were depicting on one part the same speaker performing
gesturally the auditory stimulus played previously (target) and on the second an incongruent
gesture (competitor), (see Figure 8). Each stimulus began with the reproduction of the audio file
on a black screen followed by the screen of the two videos (target & competitor). Items were
counterbalanced so that 50% of the times the target was appearing in each part of the screen, and
they were randomized so that participants were not expecting a specific sequence. The
experimental trials consisted of 20 video pairs in each of the eight experimental conditions,
yielding 160 experimental items. In addition, 20 filler items were created. Fillers had the same
form as experimental items with the difference that they were produced in different prosodicgestural manners (that were not related with epistemicity). These included, i) a vocative
intonation followed by a calling gesture, ii) a greeting intonation followed by a greeting gesture,
iii) a neutral statement intonation followed by no gesture and iv) finally a neutral statement
intonation followed by a grooming gesture. Each of the filler yielded 8 combinations of related
sound and gesture, summing to 160 filler items. All in all the experiment resulted in 160
experimental items+160 fillers (=320 total items), that were distributed into two lists of 160
items each, making sure that each list had one version of each condition, and making sure that all
participants saw equal amount of conditions.

high agreement statement (HAQ) and (HAS) for which the participants produced them with the more neutral and
frequent(L*H) and (H*L) respectively, but we selected the most representative for the epistemic meanings they
carry: H*L (more representative contour of high agreement question and second most frequent), and L*HL (more
representative for the expression of high agreement statement)
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Figure 8 provides an example of the video stimuli presented on the experiment.

Figure 8: Sample trial of the eye-tracking experiment2.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually in the language laboratory of the Department of
Translation and Language Sciences (Universitat Pompeu Fabra). They were seated at a 65cm
distance from a computer screen and calibration was performed. Their eye-movements were
recorded with a Tobii X2-60 remote eye tracker with a sampling rate of 60Hz (Tobii
Technology). Their eye movements were monitored during a target identification and selection
task. Participants were presented with an auditory stimulus first (e.g., an intonation pattern
which encodes a specific level of commitment or agreement) along with a black screen followed
by a screen containing two silent videos reproduced simultaneously side by side, playing at
250% of their original velocity (see Figure 8 above). The two videos were depicting on one part
the same speaker performing gesturally the auditory stimulus played previously (target) and on
the second an incongruent gesture (competitor). Participants were instructed to first listen to the
audio files and select with the mouse the silent video that matched the sound as quickly as
2

In this example, the condition displayed on the left pane of the screen is the low commitment statement (HCS)
while on the right a high commitment statement (LCS) while the sound being reproduced was the one of (HCS)
intonation.
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possible. The instructions mentioned the importance of speed accuracy in responding to the
trials. Before the actual experiment, participants performed one training block of 5 practice trials
and were asked if the task was clear for them. The entire experiment lasted around 30 min.

5.2.2 Results
Analysis
Accuracy scores (mouse clicks) on target videos were measured. Additionally, individual
accuracy across items was also measured. Items that had accuracy scores over chance level
(50%) were kept, while the rest were discarded.
In this section we present the results of a pilot study with 18 participants. Fixation patterns were
measured in combination with mouse click reaction times and accuracy. Two AOIs* were
defined by splitting the screen in to two equal parts (left and right), each one including the areas
where the target and the competitor videos were reproduced. We analysed both mouse clicks and
proportion of fixations on the AOIs. Accuracy of mouse clicks was measured as the amount of
clicks on the correct target AOI. Figure 9 shows the accuracy of mouse clicks on the targets. The
highest accuracies on mouse clicks can be found in the expression of question of low
commitment (uncertainty) with a 82,2% accuracy. The next more accurate conditions were the
high agreement statement with 79.8% accuracy and the question of low agreement with a 76,98
% percentage. Relatively high accuracies achieve as well the conditions of high commitment
statement with a 70% percentage, low commitment statement with a 69% accuracy and finally,
the low agreement statement with 68% accuracy. The only condition that fails to achieve an
accuracy score over the chance level is the one of high agreement question. The mouse click
accuracy results show a general a medium to high accuracy on the answers of the participants.
The results indicate that participants accurately matched epistemic prosody with corresponding
gestures in almost all conditions. This result indicates that prosody is a strong cue for the
processing of epistemic information, so that participants were able to assign them to the
epistemic gestures.
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Figure 9: Percentages of mouse clicks on target areas

Figure 10 shows the number of mouse clicks to the target AOI. Fixation data were
timed-locked to the onset of the video. The fixation proportion was calculated for each area of
interest.

As far as the eye tracking data are concerned we measured number of fixations toward

the AOIs and gaze duration. Since our items consisted of 1-s videos our time window started
from the onset of the target videos until the response time, a time window of 3 seconds. More
specifically, almost all conditions receive fixations towards the target gestures in a percentage
over chance level. High agreement statement received 58% of the time fixation towards the
target, while high commitment question and low agreement question a 56% percent. Low
agreement statement and high commitment statement received both a 55% percentage. The only
condition that made it exactly on chance level was the condition of low commitment question.
All in all, fixation data achieved lower percentages than mouse click results. This could
be attributed to the fact that the task did not enable any preview time and participants had to
disambiguate between the two target videos at the time of the presentation and at the selection
phase (mouse-clicking time) they were deciding on a target.
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Figure 10 : Proportion of fixations on target areas.

Discussion
The general purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between epistemic
intonation and gesture during online semantic processing. Our hypothesis was that listeners,
when prompted by intonation only, they would be able to assign epistemic meanings to gestures.
This result would be a first class indicator that the two modalities form an integrated system. For
this reason, we run an eye-tracking study in which we gave participants words pronounced in
different intonational patterns indicating different levels of epistemic meanings, and asked them
to watch a screen of two videos reproduced side by side containing the target and competitor
gesture. Firstly, our mouse click selection results show high accuracy scores on the selection of
the correct gesture. This result indicates that auditory information from intonational patterns can
help participants shape a complete understanding of the epistemic meaning of the utterance and
to match it with gestures that carry the same meanings. Additionally, the fixation results show
although lower in accuracies than mouse click data, are in the same direction with them. As we
also discussed earlier this could be attributed to the lack of preview timing for the inspection of
the videos, so that they could spend less time processing the target and competitor videos and
deciding on the correct one.
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Conclusions
Previous work on the area has focused on the interaction of speech system in general with
iconic gestures in production (Kita & Özyürek, 2003, Bernandis & Gentilucci, 2006 among
others). Later studies from (Kelly, Ozyürek, & Maris, 2010) provided the evidence that the two
systems form an integrated system on both language processing and production and their
interaction is mutual and obligatory; meaning that speakers’ message needs attention to both
modalities to be fully understood. Their innovation was also lying on the fact that the interaction
that they showed between speech and gestures was focusing on semantic incongruity and more
specifically how different levels of semantic incongruity affected processing.
Results from our two experiments have shown results towards the confirmation of our
hypothesis. First, gestures are a powerful source of information for the processing of utterances
in a prosody that conveys epistemic meanings such these of agreement and commitment.
Secondly, we found that this interaction works on the opposite way as well. Prosodic patterns
that are associated with specific epistemic meanings are able to guide participants’ attention
towards the gestures that carry the same meaning during online processing. These results indicate
that there is a very strong relationship between the two systems not only on the encoding of
semantic meanings but also on the encoding of epistemic meanings. Although evidence from
additional studies is needed to test these hypotheses, these two studies set the background on the
idea that the two systems interact in an obligatory manner.

5.3 Study 2

The second study will examine the types of cognitive skills that play the most significant
role in prosody-gesture interaction. Therefore, the main objective will be to run a number or
studies to answer the question of what type of individual abilities contribute on the gesture
prosody integration on the encoding of epistemic meanings. We will base our second study on
the studies of (Esteve-Gibert, Schafer, Hemforth, Portes, D’Imperio, 2016) on the connection
between ToM skills, prosody and pragmatic processing and on the study of (Wu & Coulson,
2014) on their work on the role of visual-spatial abilities on gesture speech processing.
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5.3.1 Methods

Based on the above studies, this experiment consists of two parts; a) an exposure part in
which participants will be exposed to tasks that enhance different types of cognitive abilities
(either ToM or visual spatial abilities); and b) an assessment part in which different groups of
participants that were exposed firstly to one of the two cognitive skill tasks will be assessed
according to their performance on a priming gesture-prosody task.

Participants
For the exposure part, a total of 40 participants will take part. From these 40 participants,
20 will be distributed on the ToM skills group and the other 20 on the visual-spatial task group.
For the priming task, the same 40 participants that participated in the assessment study will take
part in the priming task.
Procedure
On the exposure phase, participants will be divided in to two groups i) a ToM group and
a ii) visuospatial group. In each of the group, questionnaires will be initially asked to be filled in
by the participants that aim to examine their ToM and visual-spatial skills. These questionnaires
will assess their level of cognitive skill. After tha,t both groups will have to participate to the
tasks assigned for them. The ToM group will complete a training ToM study modified from
Slaughter and Gopnik (1996). On the other hand, the WM group will complete a visual spatial
working memory task based on Wu & Coulson, 2014 study. Their results will be analyzed with a
linear mixed models effect and their performance will be assessed, so that for each task there will
be participants with high and low capacity in each of the two tasks. On the assessment phase
both groups of participants will participate in a gesture prosody priming task. In this priming
task, speech (epistemic prosody) will be the prime and epistemic gestures (congruent or
incongruent) will be the target (see Figure 11)
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Figure 11 : Sample experimental design for the priming
study

Analysis
Reaction times will be measured for both groups. Low reaction times show ease of
processing while high reaction times show that another process takes place and lowers down
processing. In general, in gesture speech interaction literature we have seen already that
congruent primes and targets are much easier to process compared to the incongruent ones.
Among the incongruent ones, also differences in reaction times can reveal what type of modality
is firstly processed (see Kelly et. al 2009).
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7 WORKING SCHEDULE
January 2017
February 2017 – April
2017
May 2017 – June
2017
July 2017-September
2017
October 2017
November 2017 –
February 2018
March 2018 – May
2018
June
2018
–
December 2018
February 2019

Submission of the PhD. Project
Data collection for Study 1 (three experiments)
Analysis of the data for Study 1
Writing Study 1
Preparation of the materials for Study 2
Data collection for Study 2
Analysis of the data for Study 2
Writing of Study 2
Writing of the Ph.D. dissertation
Dissertation defence
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Kelly, S. D., Ozyürek, A., & Maris, E. (2010). Two sides of the same coin: speech and
gesture mutually interact to enhance comprehension. Psychological Science, 21(2),
260–7
Kelly et al., (2010) investigated the nature of the interaction of speech and iconic
gestures and whether information presented in one modality could result in ignoring
information presented on the second modality. On their 2 priming experiments they
investigated two research questions. First, they tested whether speech and gesture form a
unified system, meaning whether the two modalities contribute equally on language
processing. Their experiments consisted of a set of video primes of an action performed
(“cut”), and as targets one condition in which the gesture-speech targets were both congruent
with the target and in the two incongruent conditions e.g (chop, twist). On their first
experiment they provided video primes of an action performed (“cut”), and as targets one
condition in which the gesture-speech targets were both congruent with the target and in the
two incongruent conditions, the verbal portion of the target was related to the prime, but the
gesture was either weakly incongruent (e.g., gesturing cut while saying “chop”) or strongly
incongruent (e.g., gesturing twist while saying “chop”). Their results showed that when
gesture-speech pairs coincide in the information participants are fast in processing and they
produce fewer errors, than when they carry different information. On their second priming
study they examined the other part of the unified systems hypothesis; whether they are
obligatorily connected with each other. What they found is that people cannot ignore one
modality (gesture) while processing the other (speech). Their results were supported by
findings from (Willems et al., 2009) that found that gesture and speech share similar neural
mechanisms during language processing.
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Borràs-Comes, J., & Prieto, P. (2011b). “Seeing tunes.” The role of visual gestures in tune
interpretation. Laboratory Phonology, 2(2), 355–380.
Borràs-Comes and Prieto investigated the perception of the contrast between two types of
sentences, namely contrastive focus statements and echo questions in Catalan by using
congruent and incongruent multimodal stimuli. Experiment 1 assessed which one of the two
cues (visual or auditory) is more important when a manipulation of pitch range differences cooccur with congruent or incongruent facial gestures. Experiment 2 investigated the strength of
the two cues in the case that visual information is ambiguous. Their results revealed a clear
preference for visual cues when interpreting different types of meanings. Therefore, focus
statements and echo questions are interpreted on the basis of visual information implicating a
strong role of visual information for the perception of interrogation.

Wu, Y. C., & Coulson, S. (2014). Co-speech iconic gestures and visuo-spatial working
memory. Acta Psychologica, 153, 39–50.

Wu & Coulson (2014) examined the research question of what types of abilities assist in the
processing of gesture-speech integration. They hypothesized that for the interaction between
speech and gestures, visual-spatial working memory abilities are the ones that play the most
important role. More specifically, they assumed that they are essential for the processing of
iconic gestures. They made use of a within design, dual-task paradigm in which they exposed
participants to either a verbal-load task or a visual-spatial task. Participants had to recall either
the verbally or visuo-spatially encoded information. Their performance on the discourse
comprehension task was better when the speaker’s gestures were congruent with his speech
than when they were incongruent. Their results showed that when visual spatial memory is
activated (from previous tasks), participants were able to perform priming speech gesture task
faster and more efficiently. They did not appear to have an advantage on the congruent
conditions as they were able to process both types of stimuli equally efficiently. However, the
congruency advantage was smaller when the concurrent memory task involved a visuo-spatial
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load than when it involved a verbal load, implicating that the visuo-spatial working memory
was already activated for the processing of the task and therefore smaller advantage.

Esteve-Gibert, N.,

Schafer, A., Hemforth, B., Portes, C. & D’Imperio, M. (2016).

Intonation and empathy in the processing of contrastive meaning in French. Language
and Speech. (in press)

In this study, Esteve-Gibert et al.,2016 focused on the online processing of pragmatic meanings
and the role of individual pragmatic skills (such as empathy or ToM abilities) and intonational
cues. Specifically, their hypothesis was that participants with better pragmatic abilities would be
more sensitive in intonational cues and the meanings that they encode and therefore they would
be much faster on comprehending pragmatic meaning, while the opposite will happen with
individuals with lower pragmatic abilities. For this reason, they ran a visual world paradigm in
which a player A guessing an image that player B has and participant B had to either confirm or
contradict player’s A guesses. The utterance was produced with either a confirmatory or a
contrastive intonation so that the contrast or confirmation would be interpreted before the
completion of the utterance. Their results showed that participants with low pragmatic abilities
wrongly interpreted the utterance, while the ones with high pragmatic skills were not biased
towards any direction. This result provides evidence on how the individual pragmatic skills
affect tone interpretation.

Crespo Sendra, V., Kaland, C., Swerts, M., & Prieto, P. (2013). Perceiving incredulity: The
role of intonation and facial gestures. Journal of Pragmatics, 47(1), 1–13.

In this study, Crespo-Sendra et al., investigated the contribution of facial gestures and
intonation in the distinction of two types of questions: information-seeking and incredulity
yes/no questions in two languages (Catalan and Dutch). These two languages express these
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two types of interrogatives by distinct prosodic means. More specifically, they run an
audiovisual identification task in the two languages. In this task participants were given three
types of stimuli; Audio only, video stimuli only and audiovisual stimuli that were combined in
congruent and incongruent gestures and intonations. For all the conditions they had to judge
whether the stimulus they were presented could be judged as “neutral” or “incredulous”. They
results indicated that visual cues play a more important role than audio cues in the
identification of pragmatic meanings such as incredulity. Audiovisual stimuli with congruent
information in gesture and speech achieved higher identification scores. On the other hand,
for incongruent stimuli they found that for Dutch speakers identification was more difficult,
while Catalan listeners’ perceptual ratings were more strongly affected by facial expression,
implicating that Catalan speakers give more weight to facial expressions for the distinction of
incredulity questions. All in all this study provides important evidence on the importance of
gesture and prosodic information for the identification and processing of pragmatic meanings.
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APPENDIX: DCT Contexts

COMMITMENT
HIGH

Estàs parlant amb
un conegut Italià,
recent arribat a
Catalunya
sobre
llocs de Catalunya.
El teu amic et
pregunta de quin és
el nom del poble
de la teva família.

AGREEMENT
LOW

HIGH

QUESTION

Estàs parlant amb
un amic sobre un
viatge que vau fer
junts a Gènova.
D’aquell viatge ja
fa uns quants
anus, i tu no
recordes amb què
vau anar-hi, si
amb avió o amb
vaixell. Primer li
preguntes si hi vau
anar amb avió, i el
teu amic et respon:

Estàs parlant amb un
Estàs parlant amb
company
de
la
una mica sobre uns
universitat sobre les
amics que volen
assignatures i els
comprar un pis, i ara
professors. Ara parleu
parlàveu del lloc on
sobre l’assignatura de
aniran a viure. Tu
llengua i el teu
saps segur que aniran
company et pregunta
a viure a Viella, però
si saps com es diu la
la teva amiga et diu:
professora. Tu diries
—Jo diria que aniran
que es diu Bàrbara,
a viure a Morella.
però no n’acabes
d’estar segur al cent —No, i ara! Vam Digues-li,
per cent.
anar-hi
amb convençuda, que no,
que viuran a Viella.
Digues-li que creus vaixell.

sense
STATEMENT Digues-li,
cap
tipus
de
dubte, que la teva
familia
és
de
Girona, i que ho
coneixes molt bé
perquè hi has que es diu així.
viscut molt de
temps.

Has quedat amb la
Laura, una amiga
de la universitat,
per anar a dinar a
un restaurant que
han obert al costat
de la facultat.
Demaneu
el
menjar,
us
el
porten,
i
tu

LOW

La teva mare t’està
ensenyant a fer arròs
amb caldo de peix. Tu
li has vist fer aquest
plat mil cops, però no
t’has posat mai a ferlo. Acabes de fer una
picada i de tirar-hi
pebre
vermell
i
tomàquet, i tens les
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Digues-li que és
veritat, que no
te’n recordaves i
que té raó.

Són
festes
majors i li vas
preguntar a dos
dels teus amics
si sortirien, i et
van dir que no
els anava bé.
Una
llàstima.
Ara el Pere, un

La Marta va comprar
entrades per anar al
concert del seu grup
preferit. Avui és el
concert, però just a
l’hora que comença,
et truca la Marta i et
diu que no hi ha anat.
Tu no t’ho creus
perquè aquell grup és

E. Kiagia

comences a menjar
ràpidament, però la
Laura només tasta
una culleradeta del
seu menjar i el
deixa.

patates a punt per altre dels teus
tirar-les a la cassola. amics, et diu que
Veus que hi ha el al final aquells
caldo preparat, tu dos amics teus sí
diries que les patates que sortiran. El
hi van abans però no
Pere et diu:

Sembla que no té ho saps.
gana, però de Pregunta-li a la teva
totes maneres li mare si les patates
demanes si no té van abans que el
gana.
caldo.
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el seu preferit i, a
més, porta tot el mes
molt
emocionada
parlant del concert.
Et diu:
—Al final no he anat
al concert.

—Al
final
sortirem
tots Tu, que no t’ho pots
creure de cap de les
junts, avui.
maneres,

li

Pregunta-li al preguntes si és cert,
Pere si és cert, que no hi ha anat.
això que al final
podreu ser tots
els amics.

